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If you're a PHP programmer eager to create extensions for Joomla!, this book is for you. Written for Joomla! 1.5, it gets you coding your first extensions as quickly as possible, and adds features that will make your work look professional! The world's hottest open-source content management system, Joomla! won the 2006 Open Source CMS Prize. Already feature packed, it is also extremely extensible, allowing multiple complex applications to be cleanly integrated, inheriting the look and feel of one Joomla! site, with only one database, template, and core to maintain.   This practical tutorial is based around the development of example extensions to create, find, promote, and cross-link restaurant reviews. Each chapter is a step-by-step walkthrough, covering modules, components, and plugins as well as configuration and packaging for distribution. Readers need basic PHP skills and familiarity with the general operation of Joomla! but do not need experience of developing Joomla! extensions.

Joomla! is an award-winning content management system with a powerful extension system. This makes it easy for third-party developers to build code extending Joomla's core functionality without hacking or modifying the core code.

Once an extension is developed, it can be packaged into a ZIP file for site administrators to upload and use. The people who manage Joomla!-based websites and want to use extensions need not know any programming at all. Once the ZIP file is uploaded, the extension is installed.

The name Joomla! comes from the Swahili word 'jumla', meaning "all together" or "as a whole". When you install an extension in Joomla!, it blends in with the rest of the site; all the extensions truly appear "all together, as a whole".
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Robot Manipulator Control: Theory and Practice (Control Engineering, 15)CRC Press, 2003

	Discloses the elements of control theory and robot dynamics. Surveys computed-torque control, robust control of robotic manipulators, adaptive control of robotic manipulators, neural network control of robots, force control, and advanced control techniques. Includes information on designing and operating robotic platforms in discussing robot...
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Programming and Customizing the AVR MicrocontrollerMcGraw-Hill, 2000
This reader-friendly guide shows you how to take charge of the newest, most  versatile microcontrollers around, Atmel's AVR RISC chip family. Inside, Electronics World writer and astronomy instrumentation developer Dhananjay V. Gadre walks you from first meeting these exciting new computers-on-a-chip all the way through design and...
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Stroke PreventionOxford University Press, 2001
The treatment of stroke remains ineffective, and prevention is the key issue for this common disease. Norris and Hachinski have recruited an international group of experts to provide a comprehensive, critical review of the evidence on the primary and secondary prevention of cerebrovascular disease and to translate this information into clinical...
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Hardcore JavaO'Reilly, 2004
Studying a computer language is a career-long process. Many  developers make the mistake of thinking that they have learned  enough. They get caught in the corporate cycle of build-and-deploy  and don't seek to expand their knowledge. However,  we can hardly blame them for that.

For one, the...
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Using Sgml (Special Edition Using)Que, 1996
SGML and markup languages can make your life easier. In this chapter, you learn:

	Why markup languages are so popular
	What SGML has to do with ISO and CALS
	How SGML makes information transportable
	How SGML protects your formatting and structure
	How SGML is already gaining...
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Java For Students (6th Edition)Pearson Education, 2010

	
		This book is for novices

	
		If you have never done any programming before - if you are a complete novice - this book is for you. This book assumes no prior knowledge of programming. It starts from scratch. It is written in a simple, direct style for maximum clarity. It is aimed at first level students at universities and...
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